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History - Chocolate Stunning 
Start

To start this term we gathered in the hall for out 
stunning start. Together we completed some 

chocolate challenges and then went on to create 
three pieces of chocolate inspired artwork. 



Topic - History
In our topic lessons we have enjoyed learning about the Ancient Maya. We have discovered how they came about and the 

impact they have had on our lives today. We were confident in making links between other civilizations that we have 
previously studied (Greeks, Romans, Egyptians), especially when learning about the Gods. We have studied images, artifacts 

and research about the Maya's to help us understand more about their lives and society.

The Maya 
civilisation



Topic - History
As part of our 'Chocolate' topic 
this half term we were lucky 
enough to visit York Chocolate 
Story. On our visit we learnt 
lots about the history of 
chocolate in York and also 
where chocolate originated 
from. We had many tasty treats 
along the way (and some not so 
nice too!) and we were able to 
make our very own chocolate 
lolly! It was interesting in the 
museum to see how chocolate 
packaging has changed over 
time. 

York Chocolate 
story trip



Topic - History
After visiting York Chocolate 
Story, we were all excited to 

learn more about the history of 
chocolate in York. We were able 

to show off our creativity by 
investigating different 

chocolatiers, companies and 
brands which originated in York. 
We explored how York became 
known as 'The Chocolate City' 

and compared the areas where 
the original chocolate factories 

were located to what exists 
there now-a-days. 

York - the 
chocolate city

photos of 
chocolate 
double pages



Maths
Y5 - area and 

perimeter and 
fractions

In maths this half term we 
have been working hard to 
show our understanding of 

fractions: comparing, 
simplifying, order and adding! 
We also enjoyed applying our 
number skills when working on 

area and perimeter too!



Maths
Y6 - decimals, 

percentages, angles 
and shapes

In Year 6 we have been depending 
our knowledge of decimals and 
percentages and how they relate 
to each other and fractions. We 
have also explored the different 
types of angles as well as both 2D 
and 3D shapes, learning the 
properties of both.



Writing
Y5 - advert and 

dialogue

Year 5 have created a new 
chocolate bar and produced a 

persuasive advertisement to go 
alongside it. They then 

completed some work around 
the skills needed for writing 
dialogue, using a scene from 

‘Charlie and the Chocolate 
Factory’ for inspiration.



Writing
Y6 - advert and 

balanced argument 

In Y6 writing we have been writing to 
entertain and inform. We have used 

our knowledge of chocolate to create 
an advert for a new chocolate bar - 

being very persuasive and 
informative in our language choices, 

and also to write a balanced 
argument. Within our balanced 

argument we had to try VERY hard to 
make sure we weren't bais and that 
we were writing in a formal tone. 



RE
Incarnation: Was 

Jesus the Messiah?

This term in RE we have looked 
back at the 'big story' in 

Christianity. We have been focusing 
on incarnation and have shown an 
understanding of the meaning of 

many of our key words. We 
particularly enjoyed finding out 
what a 'Messiah' is thought to be 
and have been able to consider 
differing opinions before making 

our own judgements. 



RHE
Caring for 
Ourselves

Year 5/6 have been thinking about our 
strengths and targets, and after some 
discussion produced 3 things they are 
good at and 3 things to work on. They 
also had some discussion about why it 
is important to look after our money, 

learning terms such as savings and 
interest. Finally we completed some 

work around the importance of a 
positive wellbeing and ways to achieve 

this.



Geography 
In geography we have 
shown an impressive 
understanding of the 
world around us. We 
have learnt about the 

hemispheres, tropics and 
time zones, all whilst 

using an atlas with 
confidence. We 

particularly enjoyed 
learning about trade and 
finding out the journey of 
chocolate - from bean to 

bar! 

Locational knowledge



PE
Rugby and football

The children were very 
fortunate to have a 
professional rugby 

coach work with them 
this half term as Mark 
from the York Knights 

RLFC taught the 
children the skills 

needed to play Rugby 
League. With Mrs 

Waind, the children 
focussed on developing 

their football skills. 

Computing Drama
Performance

Each week during this half 
term the children were 

discussing and developing 
the various skills needed to 
perform a dramatic piece. 

We focussed on changing our 
voices and using expression, 
altering our ‘body language’ 
and using mime to convey 

information without 
speaking.

Sharing Information

This half term, Year 5/6 have 
looked at how computers work so 
that they can share information 

between each other. We 
discussed the terms ‘data 

packets’ and learnt about how 
these work. The children then 
collaborated on a slide with a 
partner communicating using 
tools other than physically 

speaking to each other.



Art
Printing

This term, the 
children in Y5/6 

have worked hard 
with both Mrs 

Elsegood and Mrs 
Usher to develop 

their printing skills 
linking to our 

chocolate topic and 
the Mayas.



Events

Winter 
sports day

On 3rd Feb we enjoyed taking part in NSPCC 
Number day. We were mixed up with children 
from other classes and were experts in solving 

mathematical problems. Many of us 
demonstrated super collaboration throughout.

NSPCC 
number 

day

Winter Sports Day was a highlight for many of us this half term. We had lots of fun 
cheering on our team-mates and laughing with our friends. We showed brilliant 
friendship, compassion and justice throughout all activities. Even though some 

activities were tricky we all tried our best and gave everything a go! 



Coming up in Spring 2…

Art: Collage

Music: Ukulele

Computing: 
Coding and selection

Science:
The Human 

Body

RHE: Healthy 
Body, Healthy 

Mind.

School Value:
Service

RE: 
Religious 
Festivals

DT:
Healthy 

foods

PE: Fitness 
and 

Gymnastics


